TESTIMONY of CHRIS HICKS on HB 530 (3/20/2018)

I am Chris Hicks of 444 Woodwick Court, Cincinnati, Ohio 45255.
I am here today to speak in opposition to House Bill 530 by which certain Republican lawmakers seek to
nullify, in a ham-handed way, four opinions of Republican Attorney General Mike DeWine 2017-034,
2017-035, 2017-036 and 2017-037 which all called out that county-elected officials serving on
Convention and Visitor’s Bureau Boards (CVB) is improper.
Some quick background points:
•
•
•

•

CVBs are organized as 501(c)6 entities that are supposed to be “business leagues, chambers of
commerce, real estate boards, boards of trade and professional football leagues” per the IRS.
CVBs are typically 95%+ funded by tax revenue via the bed tax.
CVBs often claim to be “independent non-profit entities” and are almost completely nontransparent. They are not currently subject to open records, public meetings or public
procurement rules and most fight hard to never reveal how tax dollars were used.
Commissioners typically have CVB Board appointment powers and they decide who is the
recognized CVB in a market (thus getting the hotel tax). Commissioners also vote on other
matters relevant to CVBs in their Commissioner Capacity (ex: extra funding).

A key opinion within the four opinions is 2017-036 which held out that a County Commissioner cannot
serve on a CVB Board for very simple reasons, not least of which is that the Commissioners determine
which CVB in a market gets tax revenue and Commissioners vote on a myriad of measures relating to
the recognized CVB, including appointments and revenue measures.
By allowing a Commissioner to serve on a CVB board, HB 530 is a pro-corruption / anti-transparency
measure that effectively gives a “slush fund” to a County Commissioner when they serve on a CVB
Board. Remember, the Commissioners approve the monies going to the CVB and then, if this bill stands,
can sit as a director who is allowed to spend the funds in secret.
One of the sponsors of this bill opined to me that having elected officials, not private business people,
on a CVB board would result in more transparency. But I note that such transparency principles are
lacking in the bill itself. The reality was that, in Clermont County, Ohio, it was a non-transparent “slush
fund” for elected officials. It resulted in four well-crafted opinions from Attorney General Mike DeWine.
In 2012, in Clermont County, an elected Commissioner, David Uible, took over the CVB in what he
described, in writing, as a coup d’état. He and another Commissioner, Ed Humphrey, voted to replace
the majority of the CVB Board and fill it with government officials (including himself). He then used the
CVB monies to award several contracts to his business associates. He also had an additional, more
secretive entity set up, which was the Clermont Sports Development Corporation, and was also
controlled by elected officials while masquerading as an independent non-profit.
I discussed these issues with Sen. Peterson related to the Senate version of this bill which predates the
mirror House version. The AG opinion, 2017-036 in particular, raised key issues that seem to have been
ignored in the Senate version and then disregarded in the House version after being known to at least
Senator Peterson. These included:
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•

•

Improper interest in a contract – The participation of a Commissioner on a CVB is an improper
interest in a contract. The Commissioners authorize the funding (via the hotel tax) and can
determine who is recognized as the CVB. Doing so while being a director of a CVB is a brazen
conflict. - And Conflicting fiduciary responsibilities – The fiduciary responsibility of Commissioner is to the
people but a CVB Board member has a fiduciary responsibility to the travel and tourism industry.
That conflict, where taxes are involved, is not reconcilable. The role on the CVB (and its
fiduciary responsibility) would “mess with” the ability of a Commissioner to exercise their
responsibility to the entire county.

Additionally, the authors of this bill seemed to fail to note that a 501(c)6 is subject to federal law and
federal action. This is playing out, in many ways, via a gentleman in South Carolina named Skip
Hoagland who is pursuing lawsuits, IRS and FBI intervention. Mr. Hoagland is fond of pointing out that,
on a national level, forensic audits on these entities performed by non-local entities such as the FBI or
IRS result in criminal charges for misuse of funds in nearly 100% of all cases.
The saga of what played out in Clermont County is readable in a document I provided and in numerous
local news stories in Cincinnati. The key person behind the plot was Commissioner David Uible, who is
also Republican Chairman for Clermont County. Mr. Uible was recently kicked out of the May Primary
for election fraud on his petitions which was subject of print and broadcast coverage.
As you consider this pro-corruption, anti-transparency bill, also note that more local legal action is
playing out regarding the Clermont County CVB, of which Mr. Uible was a Board and Executive
Committee member, and $3,500,000 (over 5 years) was spent without transparency, using a secret set
of bylaws that allowed a small group to make spending decisions in secret from the overall CVB Board.
It is ethically and morally repugnant. House Bill 530 attempts to legalize such behavior.
The real ultimate issue here is whether we all believe citizens have the right to a full accounting of how
their tax dollars are spent. CVBs, which are 95% tax dollar-funded, have become a dodge to open
meetings and public records laws for elected officials and their staffs. Rather than working on bills like
HB 530, I call on you all to focus on the real issue. CVBs, frankly any entity, that is significantly tax dollarfunded need to be subject to open records and public meeting rules. Simple. It is more than fair that
the citizens are able to see how their tax monies are being used.
Thank you.
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